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Easy Corner Peel Ads Professional Corner Peel Ads In Minutes! What makes "Easy Corner Peel Ads"

unique are the premium quality templates that come with the package. When using these corner peel

ads, you want to make sure that people actually want to click them and that they look nice. And most

other corner peel scripts come with cheesy looking templates or without any templates at all. With THIS

package you get... 24 Premium Quality Corner Peel Templates (with full PSD source files)... These are

the images your website visitors will see when they mouse over the small corner ads. You'll get 24

premium quality pre-made templates in layered PSD format. Since these templates are already

pre-formatted, all you have to do is just type in your own details (like a headline and some simple copy to

explain the offer), and your design is done. You can add your own images, logos, and text to these

templates. And you can also change the colors move things around, take certain elements away, etc..

You get fully customizable layered PSD files, so you can make these designs look truly your own. You

also get... Ready-To-Go Small Corner Templates These are the small images your visitors will see in the

corner of your site, that will entice them to "mouse over" to see the full ad. These templates come with 7
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different pharses: "Special Offer", "Free Trial", "Free Gift", "FREE", "Special Discount", "Earn Money",

"Get PLR". And 5 different colors: black, red, blue, white and green. You also get PSD source files to all

of these templates so you can make them say what ever you want, and change the colors to what ever

you want. Ofcourse, you also get... The corner peel script This is the actual javascript that makes the

whole corner peel effect. The script is very easy to use (you don't need any technical skills at all). You just

have to upload a few files to your server, and modify a few lines of code. All this literally takes just 5

minutes. And it's all broken down for you with the... Simple step-by-step instructions This product is really

simple to use, and literally takes just a few minutes to get started. But you still get step-by-step

instructions to be up and running right away. If you can copy and paste and have some very basic HTML

skills (can change a few lines of code and can upload a file to your webhost) you'll be able to set up this

these corners ads in literarally 5 minutes. P.S. You need a program that opens PSD files to modify the

large templates.
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